
Most Critial Elements for Multiobjetive OptimizationProblemsM2 internshipFor seurity or reliability problems, it is important to assess the apaity of a systemto resist to an attak or a failure of a number of its entities (elements). This amounts toidentifying ritial entities - that must be the most proteted to avoid strong degradationsof the system - whih an be determined with respet to a performane measure or a ostassoiated to the system. Hene, one way of identifying ritial entities is to determinea subset of elements whose damage auses the largest degradations regarding several per-formane measures. A dual approah is to �nd a minimum ardinality subset of elementsfor whih, when they beome inaessible, the optimal ost in the residual system is largerthan a given threshold. In the literature these problems are referred to respetively as the"k most vital entities" problem and "min entities bloker" problem.In many real world appliations, e.g. those involving the use of ommuniation ortransportation networks, a system an be modeled as a weighted onneted graph G whereentities are edges or nodes and osts are weights assoiated to edges. Let P be a ombi-natorial optimization problem onsisting of maximizing or minimizing a ertain objetivefuntion de�ned on G. For instane, P ould be the minimum spanning tree problem orthe shortest path problem between two nodes. The k most vital edges/nodes P problemis to �nd a subset of k edges/nodes whose removal from G auses the largest perturbationon P (maximize the value of a shortest path or a minimum spanning tree). And the minedge/node bloker P problem onsists of determining a subset of edges/nodes of minimumardinality whose deletion from G is suh that the optimal value of P is less/larger thanor equal to a given threshold. Due to the immediate pratial relevane, the k most vitaledges/nodes and min edge/node bloker problems have been studied, in the single objetivease, for several problems inluding Shortest path [1, 6℄, Minimum spanning tree [2, 3, 5℄.Many real-world problems require taking into aount several on�iting riteria. Forexample, for investment seletion problems, it is natural to onsider simultaneously apro�tability riterion and a risk riterion. Also in the de�nition of distribution or routingpoliies, riteria suh as ost and time ould be on�iting. In this ontext, solutions ofinterest are the e�ient (or Pareto-optimal) solutions, a solution being e�ient if there isno other solution that dominates it on all objetives. In general, it is di�ult to identifythe set of e�ient solutions for multiobjetive ombinatorial optimization problems, evenfor instanes of medium size [4℄. This is due to the following two main reasons. First,the number of e�ient solutions an be extremely large, even exponential in the size ofthe input. Seond, the assoiated deision problem is usually weakly NP-hard, even if theunderlying single objetive problem an be solved in polynomial time.During this internship the goal is to study the problem of determining the most ritialelements (edges, nodes, items) for multiobjetive optimization problems. Sine these prob-lems are di�ult, we will fous on the extension of the easiest ombinatorial optimizationproblems: Shortest path, Minimum Spanning tree and a restrited version of the Knap-sak problem. The objetive is to develop relevant onepts, establish some theoretialresults on the omplexity of these problems, but also propose some exat or approximationalgorithms.This subjet ould be a starting point for a PhD thesis.Supervisors : Cristina Bazgan, Sonia Toubaline, Daniel Vanderpooten, LAMSADE, Uni-versité Paris-Dauphine, {bazgan,toubaline,vanderpooten}�lamsade.dauphine.fr
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